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Transform or Command

Nicole, Amara, Vadim, and Dylan are watching some crappy TV
show when Lana and Elizabeth come in and turn it off to
introduce them to a new game they bought at the magic shop.
It‘s supposed to be a variation of truth or dare called
„Transform or Command“. The game starts with everyone
doing an oath while touching the game thingy. Then people
can ask each other „Transform or Command“ and the target
has to choose… Maybe that strange light during the oaths
should have given it away… but the players are kind of
shocked when they find out that they actually have to follow
those commands… or that they actually transform according
to another player‘s statements!

Featuring

Lana… a female student, she and Liz found the game
Nicole… a female student
Elizabeth… a female student, she has a crush on Dylan
Amara… a female student, Vadim‘s girlfriend
Dylan… a cynic guy who crushes on Nicole and Lana
Vadim… a very tall guy, Amara‘s boyfriend



This show
is lame…

Why are we
watching
this again?

So bored…
We join some students in a student 
leisure room on campus. They are more 
or less watching some show on TV…



Heya!
What’s up, 

guys?

Oh, dear.
They are watching

that shit show
again.

When two friends of 
theirs enter…



Let‘s hope
this is fun

to play. 

So, guys.
Liz and I bought 
this little game at 
the magic shop 

downtown.



Hey! Why turn 
off the  

TV?!

A game 
could be

fun…

Turning off the TV is met with a little 
resistance even though nobody cared 
about watching in the first place …



Let’s 
play!

Really guys?
You were not 

really watching 
anyway!

The guy at the
magic shop said it
will be a „unique

experience“!

It’s called 
Transform or 
Command -

Something like 
Truth or Dare.



A game sounds fun. 
Really, anything‘s
better than that 

shit show.



Thank you, 
Dylan! That‘s

the enthusiasm
we need. 
*chuckle*

Let‘s just 
wing it!

Oh… There
are quite a 

few pages of
game guide…



And so our group of students start trying out that game…



I, Vadim, 
solemnly swear
to adhere to
the rules of

ToC.

I, Liz, solemnly
swear to adhere
to the rules of

ToC.

Man. This must be
some sort of AI 

voice recognition!
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How the fuck is it
doing that? Is it

projected onto the
wall? But from

where?! And how did
it get my name right?!

Bla-bla… I don‘t get 
it… … Okay basically
the more Anti-Karma 
you have the cheaper
it is for other people 
to toc you I guess.

Every time you have 
somebody do or

change against his
will your Anti-

Karma increases.

So… err… The 80… 
that‘s our starting
ToC points. The 
zero… is called

Anti-Karma.















End of Teaser!

Hello, Hexxet here, 

Meet the group of six students who start 
playing a game called “Transform or 
Command”. The game obviously has some 
resemblance to “Truth or Dare”… but it’s 
cool… and magical! Will our players freek out 
or enjoy their game? Also, will anybody read 
the rules for real anytime soon? ^^

The full comic is ~52 pages long and entails 4 
pinups. It’s for adults only and available on my 
Patreon or in Gumroad-Shop:
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